PART II:

The Golden Key Action Plan
An Example is Worth a Thousand Theories

Heaven is where the throne of God is located. Our prayers receive answers from God when we pray according to His will. And then the blessings we receive flow to us from heaven.

This heaven is both a physical and spiritual place. It has doors and windows. There are huge storehouses there.

In the book of Revelation 4 verse 1 John saw a door opened in heaven and he was invited to come up.

Heaven Has a Back Door

There is a back door in heaven. This door is highly confidential. It is reserved for a small group of men and women who need to get answers to their prayers very quickly. (Note: you may choose to belong to this elite group anytime you wish). It provides a shortcut into the storehouse of God.

Maybe you’ve noticed that when certain people pray, the answers come very quickly, whereas for some other people, the answer takes forever to come... if it comes at all!

What’s the difference?

The former group knows how to access the back door to heaven while the latter is ignorant of its existence.

And what a great difference this makes.

In the Bible, this back door is shown in symbols. Let’s look at an interesting case together. In Luke 5: 17-19, we read:
Now it happened on a certain day, as He was teaching, that there were Pharisees and teachers of the law sitting by, who had come out of every town of Galilee, Judea and Jerusalem.

And the power of the Lord was present to heal them. Then behold, men brought on a bed a man who was paralyzed, whom they sought to bring in and lay before Him. And when they could not find how they might bring him in, because of the crowd, they went up on the housetop and let him down with his bed through the tiling into the midst before Jesus.

Luke 5:17-19

See what happened here? These folks managed to find a back door (an ingeniously creative one, for sure) because they needed a touch from the master – very quickly!

And how did Jesus react to this bold, audacious move? We all know the story... He was hugely impressed. And He gave them more than they could have imagined.

**Eternal Truth #1:** To get God’s attention very quickly, look for the back door!

**Eternal Truth #2:** Certain circumstances in your life are designed to force you to look for the back door to heaven... desperately.

Please notice that these folks were forced to locate this unusual “back door” in order to get the blessings.

Why?
Because the religious leaders, plus the crowd had completely blocked the access to Jesus. It is the same thing in our day. As unlikely as this may sound, many of the spiritual teachings people are receiving from our religious leaders are blocking them from “seeing” the real Jesus.

Jesus Himself put it this way:

_ Woe unto you lawyers! For you have taken away the key of knowledge. You did not enter in yourselves, and those who were entering in you hindered._

_Luke 11:52_

What’s this key He’s talking about here? And how is it used?

I’m about to show you. You’ll also get to see exactly where the back door to heaven is located... and how you can open it (with this key) every single time.

**The Golden Key Revealed**

I have described the back door to heaven. Just like any other door a key is needed to open it. I call it the golden key. Jesus referred to it as the “key of knowledge.”

Let’s go find it in scripture.

In Luke 11:5-8 we read:

And He said to them, “which of you shall have a friend, and go to him at midnight and say to him, ‘Friend, lend me three loaves; for a friend of mine has come to me on his journey, and I have nothing to set before him’; and he will answer from within and say,
As usual, Jesus is using a parable here to show us one of the most powerful spiritual secrets in the entire Bible.

Remember, He was speaking about prayer here. He’d just taught His disciples what is popularly known as, “The Lord’s Prayer.” Then He quickly followed up with this parable.

What He is saying, in plain ol’ English is this:

*If you learn to ask for things (pray) at the midnight hour, and persist in this, you will receive answers from God as many times as you want!*

Astounding, isn’t it?

This is the golden key. Jesus says the religious leaders are hiding it from people. He Himself used this golden key so many times. Read the Bible carefully. You’ll discover that many of the great signs and wonders He performed, usually happened after he’d prayed in the night!

Now, go through the above scripture again – slowly. You’ll notice the number “three.” The midnight hour consists of the 3 hours between twelve midnight and three a.m.

This is the time that you can open the back door to heaven... using this golden key. And you can do it every single night.
That’s it.

Simple, yet so profound!

**What the Golden Key is Mostly Used For**

Here’s a list of some of the things you could achieve using this golden key:

- get healed of every sickness and disease known to man
- get your loved ones off drugs and alcohol
- protect your family from tragedies and accidents
- release divine wealth
- get out of debt
- restore broken relationships
- break the stranglehold of sin
- live a holy life that pleases God
- get friends and family to receive the gospel
- attract new blessings from God every single day
- retain God’s blessings
- obtain divine wisdom and direction from God
- get a new home
- build happy relationships
- live in divine health
- have a blissful marriage
- swim in financial abundance
- recover your self-esteem
- and so on...

Keep in mind that since you will be doing this in the dead of night, it will take some practice before it settles into a routine... like eating, sleeping, etc.
Scientists say that it takes about 30 days of consistently doing the same thing for it to become a habit. However, I believe there are spiritual shortcuts… that can shorten the time considerably, as you will see.

**How Prayer Attraction Works**

Why is this golden key principle so powerful?

Or to put it another way, why is praying at the midnight hour so effective?

It is because it releases a spiritual magnetic force that literally “draws” answers to you as you pray. Please note that every prayer (when prayed according to God’s will) produces this attraction effect. You are most likely, though, to experience this effect in its strongest and most potent form when you use the golden key (i.e. pray at midnight).

**The Spaceship Analogy**

You can think of it this way. When you pray, it’s like you launched a spaceship. It takes off swiftly and very soon enters into heaven’s airspace and arrives at the loading bay, to wait its turn. If you are using the golden key rule, the spaceship moves quickly to an open door at the back, where it is loaded with the answers to your prayers and sent on its way without delay.

This is spiritual bypass! No waiting in line.

As you continue to pray your loaded spaceship becomes “attracted” or pulled toward you… until it gets back into your spiritual orbit. This is when you can “receive” what you asked for.
At other times, God just sends an angel with the answer to your request. The angel finds you by what we call “prayer attraction,” i.e. as you pray, the angel progresses toward you very rapidly. If you stop praying at this point, the angel might not be able to get to you... in time.

As I said earlier, an example is worth a thousand theories.

Let’s see a few examples from the Bible.

Example #1: The Story of Manoah

In the book of Judges 13 we see a very interesting illustration of this principle of prayer attraction.

There’s a man in the story named Manoah. He was the father of Samson, the most powerful man who ever lived. Before Samson’s birth, his mother was not able to have a baby. Then an angel of God visited her and announced that she should expect an unusual child from God.

The angel left and the woman rushed breathlessly home to tell her husband. As soon as he heard it, the husband Manoah realized this was a divine messenger. He wanted to meet him too. So he went into prayer and made a bold request that God should send the same angel back as at the first time.

And God sent him back. Prayer attraction at work!

Example #2: Jesus in the Garden

While Jesus was praying at the Mount of Transfiguration, His prayer “attracted” Moses and Elijah from heaven to join Him on the spot. Again, while praying in the Garden of Gethsemane before he
was betrayed, the Bible records that an angel “appeared to Him out of heaven, strengthening Him” (Luke 22:43).

Prayer attraction at work again.

**Example #3: Rhoda and Company**

This is a really cool one. I call it prayer attraction on the double. It happened in Acts 13.

Here we see a group of believers getting together one night to pray for Peter, who had been arrested for preaching the gospel. He was scheduled for execution the very next day. In this same manner, only recently, the church had lost one of its top leaders. There was no reason to believe that Peter’s case would be any different.

But this time they did something they never did before.

In desperation, the believers called a midnight prayer meeting. They didn’t even know what to expect. But they prayed all the same.

3 very notable things happened as a result of this prayer:

- A powerful angel was dispatched to set Peter free, as *they were praying*.
- Peter was “attracted” to the scene of the prayers immediately after his release, to show the believers that the answer had come.
- The angel hung around long enough to execute judgment on the king who planned Peter’s death. (This is the kind of bonus you get for using the golden key).
Example #4: The Case of Daniel

Daniel was one of the finest prayer strategists in the Bible. In Daniel chapter 10 we find him praying for his country. As soon as he began to pray, God immediately dispatched an angel from heaven with the answer. But the angel got “arrested” in the spiritual realm for a while. It took Daniel’s unstoppable prayer to “release” the angel and pull him toward Daniel as he continued his prayer for 21 days!

Do Less, Get More

I am a great believer in keeping things simple. Simplicity is power!

I don’t believe that spiritual things have to be complicated to be effective. Almost always, the simplest concepts and strategies are the most powerful – with the added benefit of being quick and easy to implement.

What did Rhoda and company have to do?

They simply prayed at the midnight hour. And look what results they got!

The Tool and the User

Please, one very important concept I would like for you to realize is that midnight prayer is just that – a tool.

As it is true with all tools, it is only as effective as the user.

- A car is only as good as the driver.
- A sword is only as good as the warrior wielding it.
This is a very important concept to understand. The performance and effectiveness of a tool depends a whole lot on the user.

For your golden key to be effective i.e. attract the answers you want as quickly as possible, you should watch out for these 7 attraction “killers.”

- **Pride**

Always remember that every blessing you receive has been poured out by God. He gives you by His grace... not because you are better than anyone else. If you get it into your spirit that we are all ordinary folks in the hands of an extraordinary God, you’ll be fine.

- **Competition**

Don’t just ask for things to display, or to outdo you neighbor. God does not want you to compete or compare yourself with anyone else. You are uniquely you!

- **Laziness**

I send out prayer homework every weekend. Some pray seriously and receive the blessings. Others sleep the whole night through, only to wake up and discover that while they were asleep, their world changed.

- **Sins of the Heart**

Things that hide in the heart such as envy, jealousy, hatred, lusts, bitterness, unforgiveness, etc. will prevent good things from being attracted to you. That’s why I asked you to study the book of Philippians.
• **Get Rid of Fear**

This one literally drives away blessings. In its milder forms – worry and anxiety – they can delay or even divert your blessings to someone else.

• **Tradition**

Many people lose their blessings everyday because they are not willing to shift their traditional mindset and embrace new knowledge as God reveals them.

The Bible says in Deut 29:29

> “The secret things belong unto the Lord our God; but those things which are revealed belong unto us and to our children forever, that we may do all the words of this law.”

Jesus really had something serious to say about traditional thinking. In Mark 7:9 He says:

> “… All too well you reject the commandment of God, that you may keep your traditions.”

• **Satanic Counterattack**

Anytime your spaceship is on its way back to you (loaded with blessings, of course) there are powers in the spiritual realm that would try to delay or possibly divert it from coming to you.

Remember Daniel’s case.

And Moses... when he was about to step into the Promised Land, something went wrong.
What kept him out? Anger. Satanic attacks can manifest in many forms, including anger. I usually caution folks who are expecting powerful blessings from God \textbf{NOT} to get angry with anybody, no matter the provocation.

\textbf{My Golden Key Recipe}

Earlier, I said that an example is worth a thousand theories.

What I’m going to describe to you here is an example – my recipe. I’ve analyzed it, tested it, and worked out the little kinks. I continually refine it, as the Lord gives me more insights and revelations.

My main goal, when I started out, was to just get answers to my prayers. I ended up “stumbling” into an important spiritual secret. And, Voila! The Back Door (or Golden Key, whichever one you prefer) Principle was born.

Here then is a breakdown of the recipe I use to attract answers to ALL my prayers. My online friends use it all the time. And from the reports I’m getting, it has saved them or their loved ones from:

- Broken marriages
- Health related problems
- Trauma and anxiety disorders
- Financial embarrassment
- Joblessness
- Foreclosure on homes
- Lawsuits
- Accidents, and even deaths
- And the list goes on and on.
Step ONE: Get the Scriptures

This is obviously the first and most important step.

There are a few ways you can accomplish this. You can study the Bible using any of the many excellent Bible study tools available for free. You can also study the Bible as if you’re going to write an exam – intensely, passionately, desperately... in a very focused manner. I use this latter approach. Plus, I also use tapes with recordings of key scriptures (a precious man of God made these tapes and was kind enough to send me some).

Every morning, before my feet hit the floor, I press the “play” button on my tape recorder and the first thing I hear is the word of God. At night, I leave it on till the midnight hour... when the real action begins.

Why?

• Because it helps me to commit key scriptures to memory (very important if you want to attract answers to prayers quickly).

• Because it washes me and cleanses my heart from negative spiritual things I may have picked up unconsciously.

• Because it sanctifies my environment and brings down the power and the glory of God in my home. Visitors, even non-Christians, actually sense it the moment they walk into my home.

If you want this to work, you should not be the type of person who selects the scriptures to accept, and the others to reject. A church worker once told me that this is exactly what he does. He was taught that since the Bible was written by human beings (and was probably tampered with along the way) he shouldn’t have to believe everything written in there.
I referred him (and others like him) to 2 Tim 3:16 which says: “All scripture is given by inspiration of God...”

This is the foundation.

**Step TWO: Turn Them Into “Prayer Points”**

Turning scriptures into prayer points (like the ones you see in this book) is a delicate spiritual skill.

Here’s what I mean.

A few weeks ago I was at a prayer meeting. The Holy Spirit impressed upon me to pray against spiritual taskmasters in that city. Here’s how the prayer point came out:

“You spiritual taskmasters arresting divine benefits in this city, receive the judgment of God in Jesus’ name.”

As soon as we began to pray, the Lord opened the eyes of a sister in the spirit. She saw this huge sea creature rushing angrily toward me, with the mouth wide open. But just before it got to where I was, a great sword descended from heaven and cut it to pieces.

What was the effect of that prayer?

There was a man in that meeting who had been praying and believing God for a breakthrough business deal for 12 years. He had even given up on it years ago. Before the week was out, he called me to say the business was mysteriously handed to him on a platter of gold.

What happened there?
The invisible taskmasters had arrested and sat on his benefits for 12 long years! Just like they did to the Israelites of old in Egypt.

And God did to this taskmaster what He said he will do in Isaiah 27:1.

It all ties back to step one. A proper understanding of scripture will help you to “deconstruct” it into short, sharp, aggressive prayer points that attract answers... even as you speak. This may well be one of the most crucial spiritual skills to learn.

If you fail in this one area, you may find your Christian life a burden... and end up secretly wishing for the end of the world to come quickly and put you out of the misery. The Holy Spirit will help you in Jesus’ name.

**Step THREE: Fire the First Volley**

We are going deeper here. This first set of prayers I normally pray Esther-style i.e. for 3 consecutive days (with fasting).

Truly if you ask me why most folks hardly see tangible answers to their prayers, it’s because they missed this step. Let me explain.

The world we live in is a mysterious place. Oftentimes the script that’s currently playing out in your life may have been written ages ago. You had no input in the matter. Others (long dead) took the decisions on your behalf... and you’re now left holding the can.

We should always be grateful Jesus came.

Here’s one of the things He did for us:
He gave us the ability to go back in time (through prayer) to correct whatever went wrong. Plus, fast forward to the future to re-arrange it to suit God’s purpose for our lives.

Anytime you go through this step, you’re preparing yourself to attract blessings to you as fast as you can receive them. If you leave this out, your blessings will just “float” around and can be captured spiritually by those who are more alert in the spirit.

You never, ever want that to happen!

**Note:** You will see this prayer on page 40. You have to pray them for 3 days before you start on any other section.

One successful pastor I know usually goes to an undisclosed location with a specially handpicked group of prayer warriors the beginning of every month. No food, no water. They pray every 3 hours, day and night. On the third day, they break their fast with fruit juice.

You need to pay a visit to that church to believe the praise reports. They are absolutely amazing. I pray many more pastors will follow his example. Amen.

**Step FOUR: Sanitize Your Surroundings**

Remember our little spaceship? Loaded with all kinds of beautiful blessings? I said earlier that some opposing powers may attempt to delay, or steal, or even destroy it.

Here’s what I do:

I take a long spiritual look at my surroundings i.e. where I live, where I work, and where I worship. I find out as much spiritual information as I can. I call this, “getting the lay of the land.”
The Holy Spirit is always a great teacher here. Once He showed me that a house I’d lived in many years before I became a Christian used to be an occult place of worship! The implication was that there was still a fair amount of evil spiritual traffic taking place there. No wonder I found it difficult to prosper while I was living there!

**Invisible Control**

Certain invisible powers exist that control a land and her people. Each has its own methods. Their mode of operations can be mind-boggling. But it is important we understand a principle of God which all spirits obey. I found this principle in Psalm 115 verse 16. It says:

“The heaven, even the heavens, are the Lord’s; But the earth He has given to the children of men.”

The earth belongs to the children of men, it belongs to human beings. This is a spiritual principle, a cardinal decree of God well known in all the realms of the spirit.

Based on this principle, I have created some “disinfectant” prayer points targeted against the controlling powers in any environment I happen to live, work or minister. This ensures that my spiritual spaceship has safe landing each and every time!

**Note:** You will see this prayer on page 47.

**Step FIVE: Pray as if You are Firing a Spiritual Machine Gun**

When I do steps 3 and 4 very well, the magnetic attraction of my prayers is at its strongest. I begin to receive divine direction from
God very clearly... from the Bible, through visions, and from others around me. Even in the dream I receive very valuable information.

It is at this stage that I move into the specific prayer section that I’m interested in. I usually start this step expecting to stay on it for at least 7 days. In most cases, I “see” the results within five days.

Your results will vary depending on your level of holiness, spiritual sensitivity and persistence. In one difficult case I had to stay on here for 21 days before I could see any sign that the answer was on its way. Some people have reported staying here for 40 days... coupled with some type of partial fasting for a while. Depending on what they have set out to accomplish.

One of the most powerful men of God in this generation stayed on here for 3 years, nonstop. And that’s because he desired to build a great ministry. And he did.

But for most folks, seven days is more than enough.

The praying here must be persistent and the level of sensitivity in the spirit must be high.

**Step 6: Seal it**

At this stage, you've “received” it in the spirit. Your prayer has been answered. The spiritual roadblocks have been cleared away. You then begin to pray “sealing” prayers.

You do this by surrounding your angel (or vehicle) of blessing, your human helpers and your loved ones (and yourself) with the fire of God and the blood of Jesus. You pray against evil reinforcement and counterattack (remember the enemy is not happy that you’ve gone this far, and may try to set up a hot pursuit, just like he pursued the Israelites of old to the Red Sea).
I also intensify my prophetic praying at this point. I write out what I’ve just “received” from the Lord and the scriptures to back it up. I post this everywhere in my house. I meditate on them. I sing about them. I see myself actually holding the blessings and rejoicing.

In other words, I celebrate privately before I even see it physically. I send thanksgiving offering to the ministries I support. This is how I put my faith into action. This kind of offering I’m talking about becomes a memorial (a pillar of remembrance) before the Lord. It also serves as a beacon to direct angels of God to bring blessings to me every day – even the things I didn’t pray for!

One type of offering deserves special mention here. A Christian brother from the Island of Samoa first taught it to me.

Here’s how it works:

I will set aside some amount of money for each day that I fasted (say $1 a day, $10 a day, $20 a day, etc) and send the total amount to feed the poor. If I send this money to a ministry, I make sure it is a ministry that really uses the money to feed the poor. There’s a mystery attached to this kind of offering and the results are well documented in Isaiah 58.

Step 7: Rest but Keep the Ball Rolling

This does not mean relax! Eternal vigilance is required at this stage.

The Bible says:

“Be still and know that I am God: I will be exalted among the nations, I will be exalted in the earth.”

Psalm 46:10
It means *surrender* everything into the hands of the Almighty, and be expectant. Many people miss it by allowing anxiety, worry and discouragement to creep in at this point. The reason that happens is... the devil unleashes his most powerful weapon at this stage of the game.

That weapon is called, “discouragement.”

I find that as I rest and look to the Lord occasionally the Holy Spirit will instruct me to go back and pray a specific prayer. At other times, He will just direct me to be quiet. Really quiet. I obey. I keep expecting and anticipating, with joy and gratitude until the answer appears.

**Where to Go From Here... Prayer Sequence**

I keep a notebook. In it I record all the dreams I’ve been having during this period. I review the entire operation and take action where needed.

I also gain new spiritual insights, which I test and apply. And create new prayer points, too. I intercede for those who are facing similar challenges. I find that when I apply my “Back Door” tactics to someone else’s case, their answers could even manifest before mine. That’s why it’s so important to renew your mind with the word of God... so you don’t become envious, or even discouraged.

When the answer physically appears, I usually celebrate with friends and family and then move right on to the next project.

In the next section you will see all the scriptures and prayer points that you need to make prayer attraction work for you. I’ve done steps 1 and 2 for you. I’m making it real easy for you... so you can get off to a fast start and taste success early.
This is the sequence of the prayers:

- Do step 3 prayers first... **page 40**
- Followed by step 4 prayers... **page 47**
- Round up with any section of your choice... starting **page 54**

I would like to challenge you to give this “map” your best shot for the next 10 days.

I have set up a members-only email hotline at:

membersonly@firesprings.com

where you can shoot off an urgent email to me at any time. I'll do my best to assist you. If it’s at all necessary, I'll pass on your case to my specially handpicked prayer team. They will “agree” with you in prayer... and God will visit you with testimonies!

Always remember this: We are all ordinary folks in the hands of an extraordinary GOD.

*Onward... to the prayers.*